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In many generalized models of gravity, perfect fluids in cosmology give rise to gravitational slip.
Simultaneously, in very broad classes of such models, the propagation of gravitational waves is
altered. We investigate the extent to which there is a one-to-one relationship between these two
properties in three classes of models with one extra degree of freedom: scalar (Horndeski and
beyond), vector (Einstein-Aether) and tensor (bimetric).
We prove that in bimetric gravity and Einstein-Aether, it is impossible to dynamically hide
the gravitational slip on all scales whenever the propagation of gravitational waves is modified.
Horndeski models are much more flexible, but it is nonetheless only possible to hide gravitational
slip dynamically when the action for perturbations is tuned to evolve in time toward a divergent
kinetic term. These results provide an explicit, theoretical argument for the interpretation of future
observations if they disfavoured the presence of gravitational slip.
I. INTRODUCTION
The nature of the late-time acceleration of the Uni-
verse remains elusive. Although observations favor Gen-
eral Relativity (GR) with a cosmological constant, it is
still far from clear whether the underlying model of grav-
ity at large scales does not involve some other, dynamical
degree of freedom or a genuine modification of GR.
The distinction between the various classes of dark-
energy models is one of the biggest challenges of future
large-scale-structure surveys such as the Euclid satellite
mission [1]. It is well known that many models of dark en-
ergy exhibit non-vanishing gravitational slip in the pres-
ence of perfect-fluid matter sources. Moreover, it was
shown in Refs [2, 3] that the gravitational slip in the
baryon Jordan frame can be expressed solely in terms
of quantities observable on the sky, and therefore is it-
self a bona fide observable. Fisher matrix forecasts for
a Euclid-like survey predict an accuracy of 10% in the
measurement of the quantity η parameterizing the slip,
if it is assumed to be scale independent [4].
In Ref. [5], we pointed out that models in which
perfect-fluid matter generates gravitational slip at lin-
ear order in perturbations on cosmological backgrounds
generically also has a modified propagation of gravita-
tional waves (GWs). Thus a detection of a non-zero slip
at late times would in principle imply a genuine modifica-
tion of GR. Understanding the connection between the
physics of tensors and scalars has become all the more
pertinent since the detection of gravitational waves by
the LIGO collaboration [6]. Depending on the rate of
progress in cosmological surveys and GW observations,
one of these fields should be able to inform on the other.
The remaining question is to what extent this relation-
ship is guaranteed i.e. whether the vanishing of gravita-
tional slip always implies that gravitational waves prop-
agate in a standard manner, or whether it is possible to
hide the slip and dynamically maintain this under evolu-
tion in time. In this article, we refer to the ability of the
model to arrange its degrees of freedom at the linear level
such that no gravitational slip is sourced by perfect-fluid
matter as the dynamical shielding of the gravitational
slip. We investigate three very broad classes of mod-
ified gravity models for the existence of this property,
(i) Horndeski scalar-tensor theories [7, 8], (ii) Einstein-
Aether vector-tensor models [9] and (iii) bimetric theories
of massive gravity [10].
For successful dynamical shielding of slip, we require
two features:
1. We first ask if it is at all possible to maintain a no-
slip configuration in time, while GW propagation is
modified. We prove that, in bimetric theories, lin-
ear gravitational slip cannot be shielded at all scales
stably in time. On the other hand, in Horndeski
and Einstein-Aether models, particular parameter
choices do exists for which the shielding of gravita-
tional slip is dynamically maintained. These mod-
els correspond to models where the sound speed of
the scalar degree of freedom vanishes and as such
they are rather singular and peculiar limits of these
theories, where the new fields do not propagate
wave-like modes.
2. We then ask whether, for these particular choices
of parameters, a no-slip configuration is actually
an attractor of the dynamics, i.e. whether a generic
initial conditions for perturbations will evolve to
it. We find that in Einstein-Aether any slip present
initially is maintained for all time. It is only in par-
ticular (and singular) Horndeski models that the
initial slip decays away and then this no-slip con-
dition can be maintained in time.
2This means that achieving the dynamical shielding of
slip requires a scalar-tensor theory and a severe tuning of
its parameters to a regime where the parameters of the
action for perturbations diverge. Given this, if future
observations conclude that gravitational slip is strongly
disfavored, then it would be unlikely that gravity could be
modified, in the sense of a modification of GW dynamics.
We also investigate the beyond-Horndeski models in-
troduced in Refs [11–13] and show that they are an ex-
ception to our original assertion in Ref. [5]: they seem
to be the unique class of models where gravitational slip
is generated from perfect-fluid matter without any mod-
ification in tensor propagation. The conclusion of this
paper are summarized in the table below:
η 6= 1 ⇒ mod. GW or BH Section III
stan. GW ⇒ η = 1 or BH Section III
η = 1 ⇒ stan. GW or tuned Horndeski Section IV
mod. GW ⇒ η 6= 1 or tuned Horndeski Section IV
TABLE I. Summary of conclusions of this paper. Stan. —
standard, mod. — modified, BH — beyond Horndeski opera-
tors active. See relevant sections for details and assumptions.
We structure the paper as follows: In section II, we
present the fundamental assumptions and notation we
use in the rest of the paper. In section III, we introduce
the three classes of models on which we focus, Horn-
deski, Einstein-Aether and bimetric gravity and discuss
how gravitational slip and modified tensor propagation
emerge, reviewing the results of Ref. [5]. In section IV, we
describe how to ensure that the shielding of gravitational
slip be preserved under evolution in time and investigate
the requirements on the model space this imposes. We
draw our conclusions and discuss the implications of our
analysis in section V.
II. ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
In this section, we lay down the main physical and
mathematical assumptions we use throughout this paper.
We assume that the Universe is well described by small
linear perturbations living on a spatially flat Friedmann-
Lemaître-Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric. We take as
the line element for the metric on which matter and light
propagate in the Newtonian gauge:
ds2 = −(1 + 2Ψ)dt2 + a2(t)(1− 2Φ) [δij + hij ] dxidxj ,
where Φ(t,x) and Ψ(t,x) are the scalar gravitational po-
tentials in Newtonian gauge and hij(t,x) is the trans-
verse traceless spatial metric (tensor) perturbation, i.e.
the gravitational wave of the Jordan-frame metric. The
requirement of linearity requires that the scalar and ten-
sor perturbations and their gradients all be small,
|Φ|, |Ψ|, |hij | ≪ 1. (1)
From here on, we will express all the linear perturba-
tion variables in momentum space with wavenumber k.
Overdots and primes denote derivatives with respect to
cosmic time and conformal time respectively, unless ex-
plicitly stated otherwise. H is the Hubble parameter and
H is the conformal Hubble parameter. We assume that
the matter sector behave as dust, neglecting the contribu-
tions from the neutrinos and radiation. This assumption
is good enough for the late universe where the relativistic
components are extremely subdominant.
The gravitational slip is defined as a difference between
the two scalar potentials Φ and Ψ and one typically de-
fines
η ≡ Φ
Ψ
, (2)
where in this equation the fields on the right-hand side
are understood to be the root-mean-square values related
to observables on the sky and therefore positive defi-
nite. In ΛCDM cosmology, there is no gravitational slip,
η = 1, with small corrections appearing from neutrino
free-streaming. At second order in perturbations, grav-
itational slip also always appears even when the matter
consists completely of dust [14], but in the late universe
should be smaller than |η − 1| . 10−3 [14, 15].
The gravitational slip is generated through the
anisotropy constraint, i.e. the traceless part of the (ij)
linearized Einstein equations. In modified-gravity mod-
els in Newtonian gauge, it takes the schematic form
C ≡ Ψ(t, k)− Φ(t, k) = σ(t)Π(t, k) + pim , (3)
with Π(t, k) a functional of the linear perturbation vari-
ables of the model as well as potentially some background
quantities; σ(t) on the other hand is a background func-
tion only; pim is the amplitude of the scalar anisotropic
stress of the matter components, which for the purpose
of the proof in this paper we neglect.
Notice that, to avoid ambiguity, we make a distinction
between anisotropic stress and gravitational slip. We re-
fer to the former as a property of matter and the latter as
a property of the geometry. Thus the energy-momentum
tensor of a fluid which exhibits anisotropic stress sources
gravitational slip on the geometrical part of the linearized
Einstein’s equations. In modifications of gravity, grav-
itational slip can appear at linear order even without
anisotropic stress.
In section III, we connect the variables σ and Π to the
particular models we will be interested in. For the mo-
ment, let us note that modified-gravity models do feature
an O(1) correction to the slip parameter at linear order
in perturbations, on at least some scales.
On the other hand, it is well known that the value of
η can be modified by a change of frame, e.g. a confor-
mal rescaling of the metric, making its value seemingly
ambiguous.
In Refs [2, 3], it was shown that comparing the evo-
lution of redshift-space distortions of the galaxy power
3spectrum with weak lensing tomography allows us to re-
construct η as a function of time and scale in a model-
independent manner. Such an operational definition re-
moves the frame ambiguity since the measurement picks
out the particular metric on the geodesics of which the
galaxies and light move. It is the gravitational slip in
that metric that is being measured by such cosmological
probes. With the ambiguity of frame removed, the grav-
itational slip is a bona fide observable, rather than just a
phenomenological parameter. Fixing the metric also de-
termines what is considered a gravitational wave: we call
these the propagating spin-2 perturbations of the metric
on which baryonic matter moves.
Dynamical models of late-time acceleration can feature
interactions between the new degree of freedom and the
matter metric. As we have shown in Ref. [5], these inter-
actions lead to modifications in the propagation of tensor
modes (gravitational waves). Depending on the model,
on the FLRW background, the speed of tensor modes (cT)
can be altered, the effective Planck mass M∗ can evolve
in time or a graviton mass µ can appear, while the pres-
ence of a possible second tensor field sources the evolution
through the term Γγij , giving for the tensor equation of
motion
h′′ij + (2 + ν)Hh′ij + c2Tk2hij + a2µ2hij = a2Γγij . (4)
The deviations away from the standard behavior are con-
tained in ν, cT and µ, with all these quantities defined
in the Jordan frame of the matter and in principle free
to be functions of time. As we will review in section III,
for any of these modifications to be present, σ in Eq. (3)
must also be non-zero. Thus gravitational slip sourced
from perfect-fluid matter is a sign that gravitational-wave
propagation is modified.
The question we aim to answer is whether it is possi-
ble to find model parameters where the degrees of free-
dom arrange themselves in such a way that the grav-
itational slip be hidden. We refer to this as the dy-
namical shielding of the slip. We purposefully do not
use the more usual term screening, which we restrict to
mean the hiding of modifications of gravity (including
the slip) through non-linear effects in the dynamics (e.g.
chameleon [16] or Vainshtein screening [17]). Screening
implies that the scalar adopts a non-linear profile and
therefore is a change of the background solution. As such,
non-linear screening would also result in suppressing the
modification to GW propagation.
III. GRAVITATIONAL SLIP IMPLIES
MODIFIED TENSORS
In Ref. [5], we showed that for very general classes of
modified gravity theories featuring one extra degree of
freedom, whenever perfect-fluid matter sources gravita-
tional slip, the propagation of tensor modes is also mod-
ified. In this section, we shall briefly introduce the main
properties of the three classes of models and review the
appearance of gravitational slip and modifications of the
propagation of GWs. We will focus on general classes of
models which introduce one new scalar, vector or tensor
degree of freedom, respectively.
A. General modifications with an extra scalar: The
Horndeski scalar-tensor model and beyond
The Horndeski class of models encompasses all theo-
ries which can be constructed from the metric gµν and a
single scalar field φ and which have equations of motion
with no more than second derivatives. It includes the
majority of the popular models of late-time acceleration
such as quintessence, perfect fluids, Brans-Dicke grav-
ity, f(R) gravity, f(G) gravity, kinetic gravity braiding
and galileons. We refer to the scalar as the dark en-
ergy (DE). The Horndeski Lagrangian is defined as the
sum of four terms L2 to L5 that are fully specified by a
non-canonical kinetic term K(φ,X) and three, in prin-
ciple arbitrary, coupling functions G3,4,5(φ,X), where
X = −gµνφ,µφ,ν/2 is the canonical kinetic energy term
for the scalar field and where the comma denotes a partial
derivative.
For Horndeski, we make extensive use of the formula-
tion for linear structure formation in scalar-tensor theo-
ries introduced in Ref. [18], similar to the effective field
theory approach of Refs [19–21]. The form of linear
perturbation equations for all Horndeski models can be
completely described in terms of the background expan-
sion history, density fraction of matter today Ωm0, and
four dimensionless, independent and arbitrary functions
of time only, αK, αB, αM and αT, which mix the four free
functions K and Gi present in the action. As we review
below, the parameters αM and αT both affect the propa-
gation of gravitational waves and control the appearance
of gravitational slip. The braiding αB controls whether
dark energy clusters at all, while the kineticity αK in turn
controls at what scales this happens and acts to suppress
the sound speed of the scalar modes.
In Ref. [18], it was shown that the anisotropy con-
straint in the notation of Eq. (3) is
σ = αM − αT , (5)
Π =
αT
σ
Φ+HvX ,
where vX ≡ −δφ/φ˙ is a perturbation of the scalar field.
On the other hand, the propagation of GWs is modified
by terms
ν = αM , c2T = 1 + αT , (6)
µ2 = 0 , Γ = 0 ,
in the notation of Eq. (4).
It is clear from Eq. (5) that when both αM = αT = 0,
Φ = Ψ. However, this choice of the parameters also
switches off all the modifications in Eq. (4). In the con-
text of scalar-tensor models, a detection of gravitational
4slip sourced by perfect-fluid matter therefore is direct ev-
idence that one or both of the parameters αT and αM are
different from their concordance values of zero and that
gravity is modified.
Beyond Horndeski
Recently, an extension to Horndeski models was dis-
covered [11–13]. It contains higher derivatives in the Ein-
stein equations, but which all cancel in the equations of
motion for the real dynamical modes. Thus the theory
propagates no more degrees of freedom than Horndeski.
It is currently understood that theories containing only
the beyond-Horndeski terms are ghost-free. When other
scalar Lagrangian terms are included, the theory contin-
ues to propagate just the one scalar degree of freedom,
and thus can be ghost-free, provided that the total La-
grangian is related to a Horndeski one through a dis-
formal transformation. When this is not the case, the
second degree of freedom reappears (see Refs [22, 23] for
details). However, since we have fixed the frame by re-
quiring that it be the Jordan frame of these baryons,
these models do represent new phenomenology.
Linear fluctuations in these beyond-Horndeski models
can be brought into the Horndeski form through a disfor-
mal transformation of the metric, but only at the price of
introducing a non-minimal coupling in the matter sector.
Thus, in the Jordan frame of the matter and light, they
do introduce new physics parameterized by a new vari-
able αH. However, αH does not enter the GW Eq. (4),
implying that the propagation of tensors is not modified.
On the other hand, the anisotropy equation (3) does
have new contributions,
σ = αM − αT , (7)
Π =
αT
σ
Φ− αH
σ
(Ψ + v˙X) +HvX .
The αH parameterizes a new type of mixing between
the scalar and the metric. In terms of the effective-field-
theory notation of Ref. [13, 21], in beyond-Horndeski
models a αHδNδR appears in the quadratic effective ac-
tion instead of αBδNδK which appears in the case of
braiding. δN is the fluctuation of the lapse, δK — of the
extrinsic curvature and δR — of the intrinsic curvature
of the spatial slice, all in unitary gauge.
Since both these terms are made up of products of
scalars, neither of them can contribute to the graviton
equation of motion. On the other hand, δR contains sec-
ond spatial derivatives of a scalar curvature fluctuation,
∂2ζ, and therefore it does contribute to the anisotropy
constraint.
Thus beyond-Horndeski models are counter-examples
to our assertion in Ref. [5]: in this class of models, gravi-
tational slip does not imply that the propagation of grav-
itational waves be modified. Thus for a dust-filled uni-
verse, standard GWs together with a detection of slip
would imply that a beyond-Horndeski modification be
present.
B. General modifications with an extra vector: the
Einstein-Aether vector-tensor model
The Einstein-Aether (EA) model introduces a new,
spin-1 propagating degree of freedom, denoted as uµ.
The vector field spontaneously breaks Lorentz symmetry
due to its non-trivial vacuum expectation value (v.e.v),
introducing a preferred direction. The theory space
of such models is strongly constrained in the Solar-
System [24] and even more stringently by observation of
binary pulsars [25, 26]. It should be noted that this type
of models does not provide a mechanism for acceleration
and therefore requires a cosmological constant. Below,
unless otherwise stated, we will use the equations and
notation of Ref. [27].
The dynamics of the vector field are specified through
the following Lagrangian:
Lv =− β1∇µuν∇µuν − β2(∇µuµ)2−
− β3∇µuν∇νuµ + λ(uαuα +m2), (8)
where the βi’s are free, constant parameters, λ is a La-
grange multiplier which enforces the non-trivial v.e.v of
uµ in the action, andm2 is the value of the vector’s v.e.v.
Using a kinematic decomposition of the velocity gradients
in (8) one can see that the coefficient of the shear of the
vector field uµ is −(β1 + β3).1
The extra dynamical degree of freedom at the linear
level in perturbations is the fluctuation of the spatial
components vi of the vector uµ, assuming a decomposi-
tion of the latter as uµ = u¯µ + vµ, where u¯µ denotes the
background field. Conveniently defining the divergence
of the vector’s spatial perturbation as
Θ ≡
( a
m
)
∂iv
i , (9)
in Ref. [27], it was shown that the anisotropy constraint
Eq. (3) becomes
Π =
(
a2Θ
)′
a2k2
, σ = 16piGm2(β1 + β3), (10)
with the prime denoting a derivative with respect to con-
formal time. On the other hand, the parameters of the
tensor equation (4) are
ν = 0 , c2T = (1 − β1 − β3)−1 (11)
µ2 = 0 , Γ = 0 .
1 Note that, in full generality, in the Lagrangian (8) one should
also include the term ∼ ∇αuβ∇βuα, which in a kinematical
decomposition will give rise to the twist. However, this term
vanishes on hypersurface-orthogonal settings [28], such as the
cosmological background. It would thus not contribute in linear
perturbation theory in cosmology and we neglect it.
5Notice that, the modification of cT appears through the
coefficient β1+ β3. This corresponds to the link between
gravitational slip and the propagation of tensors for an
EA theory, in the presence of perfect-fluid matter.
C. General modifications with an extra tensor:
bimetric massive gravity model
The Hassan-Rosen bimetric theory [10] is a natural
extension of de Rham-Gabadadze-Tolley massive grav-
ity [29, 30] where the fixed reference metric is promoted
to a dynamical one. Despite the kinetic term for the
reference metric, the theory remains ghost-free and has
the advantage of allowing consistent flat FLRW solutions.
For a recent review on the subject we refer the reader to
Refs [31, 32].
The model contains two dynamical metric tensors,
gµν , fµν , and matter must be minimally coupled to only
one of the metrics in order to guarantee the absence of
a ghost degree of freedom. We choose gµν to be this
metric.2 The kinetic terms for each of the metrics are
standard Einstein-Hilbert and the action is augmented
by an interaction potential U of the very specific form,
SU =M
2
Pl
∫
d4x
√−g
4∑
n=0
βnen (12)
where en are symmetric polynomials built out of the
quantity Xµν ≡
√
gµαfαν . The five βn are the only free
parameters of this model, defined here to be dimension-
ful, absorbing the mass scale of the potential. Since mat-
ter is coupled minimally to g, the geodesics are going to
be those of g and therefore the observable potentials and
gravitational waves are going to be those of g.
In Ref. [34] it was shown that when both the back-
ground metrics are flat FLRW, the anisotropy constraint
associated with the metric g, takes the form 3
Π = ∆E , σ = a2rZ¯ (13)
in the notation of Eq. (3). ∆E is a gauge invariant vari-
able, defined as ∆E ≡ Eg −Ef , where Eg,f is the scalar
coming from the transverse spatial perturbation of the
metric; r, Z¯ are background functions of time only, de-
fined in section IVC 4.
On the other hand, the equation of motion for gravi-
tational waves of the g metric in notation of (4) is:
ν = 0 , c2T = 1 , (14)
µ2 = rZ¯ , Γ = −rZ¯ .
2 It is in principle possible to couple to one other particular com-
bination of metrics which will cause a ghost to appear above the
strong-coupling scale of the theory [33].
3 For a similar analysis see also Ref. [35].
4 In the notation of Ref. [34], rZ¯ = f1.
Thus, in these models, if perfect-fluid matter sources
gravitational slip, rZ¯ 6= 0 and the propagation of GWs
is also modified. Note that the source γij in this model
are the tensor fluctuations of the metric fµν around its
FLRW background. Thus the two tensors are coupled,
which turns out to lead to an instability in the radiation-
dominated universe [36].
IV. MODIFIED TENSORS IMPLY
GRAVITATIONAL SLIP
Having reviewed our previous results, we now turn to
the converse question, which will be the main focus of
the current work:
If the propagation of GWs is modified in cosmology, does
this mean that the scalar sector must produce gravita-
tional slip for perfect-fluid sources? Or do there exist
choices of model parameters which allow for configura-
tions of the degrees of freedom where the gravitational
slip is dynamically shielded at all scales and where this
shielding is stable under evolution in time?
Let us start by introducing the mathematical method
we will be using. We study the scalar perturbations on
an FLRW background in a universe containing dust and
a modification of gravity. We assume that we are not
at some future de-Sitter attractor of the expanding Uni-
verse, where the matter has already diluted away. This
is relevant, since such de Sitter configurations asymptoti-
cally lose the matter degrees of freedom and the evolution
of parameters ceases. The dynamics become much sim-
pler since there no matter to collapse and source slip.
No-slip conditions can then be satisfied, [37]. They do
not represent the observable universe, however.
First, we eliminate spurious degrees of freedom and
auxiliary variables, i.e. fix any gauge freedom and solve
all the constraints in the Einstein equations so that only
the real and independent dynamical variables remain. In
all of the cases considered here, there are two independent
scalar degrees of freedom, described by two second-order
equations of motion: one corresponding to the dust, the
other — to the new scalar in the dark-energy model,
either introduced explicitly, or arising from the helicity-0
polarization of the new massive vector or tensor.
We can of course choose an arbitrary basis for the
phase space variables, which together with their corre-
sponding velocities form the phase-space vector,
X(t; k) = {ψ1, ψ˙1, ψ2, ψ˙2}, ψi = ψi(t; k) . (15)
X(t; k) fully characterizes the configuration of the scalar
perturbations of the universe at any one time t. Given the
anisotropy equation (3), we now require that the initial
configuration at time t0 be chosen in such a way that
there be no gravitational slip, i.e. that the independent
degrees of freedom are arranged to satisfy
C[X ] = A0(t0; k) ·X(t0; k) = 0 , (16)
6where the A0i are the compact notation for the coeffi-
cients of the coordinates ψi, ψ˙i. The A0i are functions of
the model parameters, and in principle they are all func-
tions of time and scale. Their exact form is determined
by the model. The product A0(t; k) · X(t; k) should be
understood as a usual matrix product between two state
vectors: one in model space (A0i ), the other in phase
space (X i). For the concrete cases described here, C is
the no-slip constraint (3).
In view of Eq. (16), the condition that the gravitational
slip vanishes is therefore a 3-dimensional subspace C = 0
with orthogonal vector A0 and passing though the origin
X = 0 in the 4-dimensional space of the possible config-
urations. The origin is a point in the phase space where
no perturbations are present, i.e. the exact background
cosmology.
It is of course always possible to tune the initial condi-
tions to satisfy C = 0. However, the equations of motion
for the system generate an evolution of this configuration
in the full phase space, and the question is whether it is
possible to find a model where that evolution would be
restricted to the constrained space C = 0. For this it is
necessary that all time derivatives of C, when evaluated
on the equations of motion, also vanish (i.e. time deriva-
tives of constraints do not generate new constraints).
Taking time derivatives of C and evaluating them on
equations of motion generates new constraints
dnC
dtn
= An ·X ≈ 0 , (17)
where we use ≈ to signify equality on the equations of
motion. Each of the constraints is a three-dimensional
hyperplane passing through the origin with the associ-
ated orthogonal vector An. Since the phase space is four-
dimensional, there can at most be four such constraints,
C, C˙, C¨,
...
C with their four associated vectors which span
the phase space.
If the four vectors An are all linearly independent, then
the only intersection of all the hyperplanes is the origin,
i.e. the only configuration for which the vanishing slip
is maintained under time evolution is the configuration
with no fluctuations. This is not of interest, but is the
generic case.
Nonetheless, one might be able to tune the parame-
ters of the models in such a way that some of the An
become linearly dependent and thus no longer span the
whole phase space. The space of configurations for which
the no-slip condition is maintained is then the comple-
ment of the space spanned by the An. The fewer linearly
independent An there are, the less tuned must be the
configuration.
We will limit our discussion to such cases where at
least C¨ is linearly dependent on C, C˙. The remaining
case, where only
...
C is linearly dependent, has only one
field-coordinate free, i.e. would require initial conditions
which are too tuned to be of interest.
The discussion above can be trivially extended to mod-
els with more degrees of freedom. Whether the same con-
clusions would hold, however, is an open question that we
will not address here.
A. Horndeski Scalar-Tensor Model
In this section, we use coordinate time t with its deriva-
tive denoted by an overdot and ln a with the derivative
denoted by a prime.
For the Horndeski scalar-tensor/dust system, we use
the formulation of the perturbation dynamics described
in Ref. [18] where it was shown that linear perturba-
tion theory in an arbitrary Horndeski model can be fully
described by specifying a background expansion history
H(t), four functions of time defining the perturbations,
αK,B,M,T(t) and the initial matter density, which then
evolves according to the matter conservation equation.
At least one of αM,T must be non-zero in order for the
propagation of gravitational waves to be modified, see
Eq. (5). All these functions are in principle arbitrary,
corresponding to different model choices and background
initial conditions, and are complemented by algebraic
constraints arising from the requirement of background
stability.5 In particular, we have the requirement that
the scalar be dynamical and not be a ghost,
D ≡ αK + 3
2
α2B > 0 , αB 6= 2 , (18)
and that there be no gradient instabilities in the scalar
sector (positive sound speed for scalar perturbations)
Dc2s =(2 − αB)
(
αB
2
(1 + αT) + (αM − αT)− H˙
H2
)
−
− α˙B
H
+
ρ˜m
H2
> 0 . (19)
Since the effective Planck mass M∗ evolves in Horndeski
models, it is helpful to define a non-conserved matter
density ρ˜m ≡ ρm/M2∗ , which evolves according to,
˙˜ρm + 3Hρ˜m = −αMHρ˜m . (20)
It is most transparent to pick as the basis for the phase
space the vector,
X = {Φ, Φ˙,Ψ, Ψ˙} , (21)
which is possible provided αM 6= αT (we return to excep-
tions at the end of this section). The no-slip condition
(3) is then trivial,
C = Ψ− Φ = 0 . (22)
5 It is possible to construct tuned functions K,Gi to give arbitrary
αi, Whether such models are reasonable or typical is a separate
discussion, see Ref. [38].
7Since this constraint does not involve any derivatives, C˙
is an independent hypersurface,
C˙ = Ψ˙− Φ˙ = 0 , (23)
and immediately we have that the space of initial condi-
tions satisfying C = C˙ = 0 is at most two dimensional.
This case is realized when C¨ is a linear combination of
C and C˙ on shell, i.e. C¨ ≈ γ0C + γ1C˙, where γ0,1 are
some arbitrary functions of time. Let us try to find such
a model.
C¨ = Φ¨− Ψ¨ and therefore both the trace Einstein equa-
tion and the equation of motion for the scalar must be
used to eliminate the second derivatives. On shell, we
have
C¨ − γ1C˙ − γ0C ≈ A1Φ˙ +A2Φ+A3 k
2
a2
Φ = 0 , (24)
where the Ai are functions of the background properties
and therefore of time, but not of scale.
Rather than using as a basis the four αi functions, it
is helpful to redefine them to the set (R,S,D, αT), with
R ≡ αM
αT
, S ≡ αB
2
+R− 1 . (25)
and D defined in Eq. (18). This is allowed provided αT 6=
0. The three equations Ai = 0 can then be written fully
as
S′ =R′ − R
2
(2S(1 + αT) + 5 + 3ΩP)+ (26)
+R2 +
3
2
(S(1 + ΩP) + Ωm) ,
D′ =
2DR′
S
+ 6(R− 1)RS −D(R(1 + αT)− 3(1 + ΩP))−
− 6(1 + αT)RS2 + D(3Ωm −R(5 + 3ΩP) + 2R
2)
S
,
R′′ =R′
(
7 + 9ΩP
2
− (3 + αT)R−
− 6RS(R− (1 + αT)S − 1)
D
)
+
+
3R2S(5− 2R+ 3ΩP)(R− 1− (1 + αT)S)
D
+
+
1
2
R
(
(R(1 + αT)− 1− 3ΩP)(5 − 2R+ 3ΩP)
+ 3Ω′P
)
.
where poles at D = 0 and S = 0 motivate the choice
of the basis (25). We have redefined the DE pressure P
to the dimensionless variable ΩP ≡ P/3H2. In deriving
this system, we have already eliminated the DE energy
density using the first Friedmann equation, exchanging
it for the matter density fraction Ωm ≡ ρ˜m/3H2, while
we solve for the derivatives of H using the acceleration
equation,
2H ′ + (3 + ΩP)H = 0 . (27)
The only remaining independent equation is the matter
(non-)conservation equation (20), which in terms of the
matter density fraction is6
Ω′m = Ωm (3ΩP −RαT) . (28)
Finally, choosing ln a as the time variable (and ′ to de-
note the derivative), allowed us to eliminate the explicit
dependence on H .
Absent any statements regarding the naturalness of
models, the dynamics of Horndeski models must satisfy
the matter conservation equation for Ωm, Eq. (28), while
the only condition on the other variables is that the sta-
bility conditions for the scalar and tensor perturbations
be satisfied. There always exists some, possibly unnatu-
ral, Lagrangian and initial conditions for the scalar field
which would give any desired evolution for the other vari-
ables, ΩP , αT, D,R, S. Enforcing dynamical screening
in Horndeski requires that the dynamics of the model
parameters be restricted to those satisfying three more
equations, the system (26). We thus have four equations
for six variables, and a solution could always in principle
be found. Without placing any other requirements (such
as no tuning or a choice of a particular background),
we can find a Horndeski model which would screen the
gravitational slip, while at the same time modifying the
propagation of gravitational waves.7
Nonetheless, the question remains whether these mod-
els can in some sense be generic or reasonable. For a
tuning that is not too stringent, model parameters should
not evolve with timescales too distinct from cosmologi-
cal, i.e. they should be constant or possibly power laws
in the scale factor a, at least over a short-enough time
period such as the matter domination era.
On the other hand, the equations (26), representing
trajectories which the model parameters should follow to
screen slip, are highly non-linear in the variables D,R, S
and therefore the complete phase space contains many
timescales for their evolution. So if the evolution of a
model were to follow a generic trajectory of the system
(26), its parameters would have to evolve at a much dif-
ferent rate than H . We would then say that this model
is very tuned. Equivalently, if we start a slowly-evolving
“natural” model with a generic initial choice of D,R, S,
the values of these parameters required to continue to
screen slip would rapidly move away from those possessed
by the model and the screening would cease.
Only in the vicinity of the fixed points (FPs) of the
phase space of (26) can the evolution of the trajectories
6 Remember that RαT = αM, so that matter conservation is re-
lated to the running of the effective Planck mass.
7 More usually, the freedom of Horndeski models is described as
five functions (background and four α functions) and the matter
fraction today Ωm0 (e.g. [39]). This statement makes the implicit
assumption of the matter conservation equation (28), which we
have chosen to enumerate here explicitly.
8be slow. Exactly at the FPs, the parameters are con-
stant, while close enough to the FPs, the approximate
equations are linear and the solutions can be polynomials
of a. Thus, close to the FPs, for some appropriate linear
combination of the model parameters v, the screening
trajectory requires,
v(a) = v∗ + v1a
n , (29)
which is slow enough by our definition and an appro-
priate untuned model can be found. Ideally, we would
find attractor FPs, with n < 0, since this would allow
for an indefinite duration of screening for this choice of
model parameters. However, even unstable FPs allow for
a slow evolution of the model parameters for some short
enough period of time, with the duration dependent on
how closely the initial conditions would lie to the FP. Our
aim is to find and categorize these fixed points, identify-
ing the reasonable model parameters required to screen
slip.
The system (26) contains two external parameters
which are arbitrary: ΩP and αT. We wish to concentrate
on the time scales internal to the D,R, S system (26), so
we choose to remove those to do with the external pa-
rameters. For the analysis, we assume a constant αT and
a pressure which is such that the matter fraction is con-
served, compensating for the evolving Planck mass with
a modification of the background, ΩP = RαT/3. The lat-
ter choice makes Ωm a constant external parameter. On
the other hand, this particular choice for ΩP does mean
that the expansion history (27) does not precisely corre-
spond to matter domination. Choosing a small enough
αT would bring us back close enough to satisfy any ob-
servable constraints.8 The coordinates and nature of the
fixed points we find will be functions of the external pa-
rameters αT and Ωm. We could then reintroduce a slow
evolution of these parameters and would find that the
fixed points would move adiabatically without changing
their nature, until an FP stability criterion were violated.
In fact, we choose to present the case Ωm = 1, since
changing this value does not introduce any qualitatively
new information.
Thus the system we actually study is the three equa-
tions (26) with the constant external parameter αT,
Ωm = 1 and the pressure ΩP = 3RαT. We will refer
to it as the MD system.
The MD system has three fixed points with coordinates
(D,S,R,R′):
FP1: (D,−1, 0, 0) , (30)
FP2:
(
−9(7− αT )αT (4 + 3αT )
8(1 + αT )(1 + 2αT )2
,
3(2− αT )
4(1 + 2αT )
,
5
2− αT , 0
)
,
FP3:
(
9(2 + αT (4 + 3αT ))
2(1 + 2αT )2
,− 1
αT
− 3αT
2 + 4αT
,− 1
αT
, 0
)
.
8 Note that it will turn out that R = 0 will be the coordinate of
one of the fixed points, FP1, and therefore the exact matter-
domination case is included in our analysis.
FP1 is in fact a line independent of the value of D and
is also the only fixed point of a system with true mat-
ter domination, ΩP = 0; the sound speed is positive for
subluminal GWs, −1 < αT < 1. Allowing for an evolv-
ing Planck mass with a scaling solution has added FP2
and FP3. However, FP3 is always either a ghost or has
negative sound speed, while FP2 is healthy only in the
range 7.0 < αT < 15.0, which is outside of that implied
by the LIGO measurements [40]. Allowing for Ωm < 1
increases the upper bound for stability at FP1 to 1−Ωm,
so that GWs are allowed to be superluminal when a non-
vanishing density fraction of DE is present. It also in-
creases the allowed range of αT for FP2.
Linearizing the system around the fixed points shows
that none of them are fully stable: for αT > −1, FP1 has
no stable directions, FP2 has two unstable directions for
αT < 2 and 3 otherwise, and FP3 — one for − 12 < αT <
0 and two otherwise.
In summary, only FP1 is of potential interest, rep-
resenting a model with αM = αB = 0, αK > 0 and a
modification of tensor speed. It is however an unstable
FP, thus it will offer an approximate solution only for a
limited time. Given sufficient tuning of the model’s ac-
tion so that the initial model parameters are sufficiently
close to FP1, this period could of course be made as long
as is required, to cover all of matter domination and pos-
sibly could be connect to an acceleration era, but we set
out to avoid such a tuning and will not consider it further.
A general trajectory will rapidly move away from any
of these fixed points toward infinity. As we detail be-
low, we have studied the full non-linear dynamics nu-
merically for some choices of parameters, confirming that
none of these fixed points are end points of evolution for
the required model-space trajectories. We find that for
− 12 < αT < 2, essentially all the trajectories flow toward
D → ±∞ while S and R converge to fixed values given
by
S∗ ≡ 3(2− αT )
4(1 + 2αT )
, R∗ ≡ 5
2− αT , (31)
In the limit |D| → ∞, when linearized around S = S∗,
R = R∗, R′ = 0, the MD system reduces to
D′ =
5(1 + αT )
2− αT D (32)
δS′ = −2(1 + 2αT )
2− αT δS +
8 + αT (40 + 3αT )
8(1 + 2αT )
δR+ δR′
δR′′ = − (16− 3αT )
2(2− αT ) δR
′ +
5 + 3αT
2(2− αT )δR
where δS ≡ S − S∗ and δR ≡ R − R∗. In the (S,R,R′)
subspace, the linearized system has eigenvalues
4− 10
2− αT ,−
5
2
, 1− 5
2− αT (33)
which are all negative if − 12 < αT < 2. This confirms
the behavior we have observed in the numerical study.
9At S∗, R∗ and |D| → ∞, the productDc2s > 0 provided
that αT > 0. Thus on trajectories with D > 0 (which is
possible, depending on initial conditions), the model pro-
vides a background which is stable to perturbations when
gravitational waves are superluminal. Note, however,
that this asymptotic configuration does have not a precise
matter dominated background, since ΩP = R∗αT/3. As
R∗ is finite, the background could nonetheless be chosen
to be close enough to observational constraints by picking
a sufficiently small αT.
Thus we have in principle found a limiting “attrac-
tor” Horndeski model parameters which would have to
be approached during matter domination if the no-slip
condition were to be preserved at all scales:
αK →∞ , 0 < αT < 2 , (34)
αB = 2− 10
2− αT +
3(2− αT)
2(1 + 2αT)
, αM =
5αT
2− αT .
Moreover, when this limiting model is taken, the evolu-
tion equation for the gravitational slip becomes
Σ¨ +
2(4 + αT)
2− αT HΣ˙ +
5(3 + 4αT + α
2
T)
(2− αT)2 H
2Σ = 0 , (35)
with Σ ≡ Ψ − Φ, while Ψ → const and therefore, for
0 < αT < 2, it does decay away over time irrespective of
the initial conditions. We can thus satisfy both our re-
quirements for dynamical shielding during matter domi-
nation.
Given this understanding, we could now take step back
and take theD →∞ limit of the original system (26) and
modify the pressure to include a cosmological constant-
like component, ΩP = RαT/3 − (1 − Ωm). When this
is done, trajectories evolve from the matter-domination
FP to a future acceleration attractor with some new but
finite values of R and S.
However, we need to stress that D →∞ is a very pecu-
liar limit, in which the kinetic energy of the fluctuations
becomes infinite and therefore the scalar field essentially
ceases to be dynamical. If the action is considered for
a rescaled field absorbing this divergence, pi ≡ √Dδφ/φ˙,
one can see that the sound speed vanishes and all the
interactions vanish. This is a limit in which the quantum
fluctuations diverge (since they are normalized as 1/
√
cs)
and thus the classical theory should not be taken at face
value. Our opinion is that this is a very pathological sit-
uation and it is not worth studying further, despite the
fact that the naive linear perturbation theory behaves in
the way we asked.
Numerical analysis
To understand the non-linear dynamics of the system,
we have carried out a numerical study of the MD sys-
tem of equations. Although a fully analytical statement
is always desirable, our numerical study confirms the
dynamics as we have described them above. For the
initial conditions (at t = tmin) we constructed a grid
spanned by D = I+, S = I+ ∩ I−, R = I+ ∩ I−,
with I− = {−10−10,−10−10+δn, . . . ,−10nmax}, I+ =
{10−10, 10−10+δn, . . . , 10nmax} with the exponent’s step
set to δn = 0.6 and nmax = 1. R′ was fixed at the value
R′ = 10−5. The numerical simulation was carried for
three values of αT:
αT = {−0.7, 0.6, 3}, (36)
while the integration time was set between tmin =
log(10−25) and tmax = 0. For each value of αT, we cal-
culated N = 25992 trajectories by employing an implicit
Euler method with a fixed step of 1/500.
We focus on the case αT = 0.6, it since lies in the
range for which the fixed points (30) have the most at-
tractive directions. In 98.9% of trajectories calculated,
D diverged (with half towards +∞), while R → 3.57
(R′ → 0) and S → 0.48 as t→ tmax. These are the limits
predicted in Eqs (IVA). The remaining 1.1% of trajecto-
ries evolved toward D → 0, but a closer inspection of the
evolution shows that the numerics suffer from instability
in the vicinity of the D = 0 pole of the MD system and
we conclude that these are not proper solutions.
For the other two values of αT, lying either side of
the interval with maximum stable directions around fixed
points, we find that 99% of trajectories evolve toward
a diverging D and S, with R → R∗ as given by re-
sults (IVA). The remaining 1% of trajectories appear
to evolve toward D = 0, but again these solutions are
marred by numerical instability and we do not consider
them trustworthy.
As we pointed out earlier, the choice of basis for the
fields (21) and model parameters (25) is inappropriate for
certain αi. We have investigated these cases separately
and find that they do not provide viable models:
• αM = αT: For this choice, the no-slip configuration
C = 0 implies that Φ = 0 and thus the gravitational
slip is shielded only when there is no gravitational
field at all, making this case uninteresting.
• αT = 0: Preserving the no-slip configuration under
time evolution requires that αB = 2αM. We then
have D = αK + 6α2M and Dc
2
s = −D3 . It is thus
impossible to choose the remaining independent αi
to give a model which is simultaneously not a ghost
and has a positive sound speed squared.
To summarize, we have shown that scalar-tensor the-
ories are in principle flexible enough to allow for models
which achieve dynamical shielding of gravitational slip.
For generic cases, the model parameters need to evolve on
timescales much faster than cosmological which signifies a
very special solution. Then, there exists one class of mod-
els which can screen for a limited time, but the parameter
values need to be tuned very precisely to make this long
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enough for a realistic cosmology. The only model class
which naturally screens for an extended time requires a
divergent kinetic term for the scalar field and therefore
vanishing sound speed. This transforms the scalar into a
kind of dust. This should have been expected of course,
since we are essentially requiring that the scalar field fol-
low the evolution of dark-matter dust in a very precise
manner.
Quasi-Static Horndeski
Frequently, the quasi-static (QS) approximation is
used to model the evolution in scalar-tensor modifica-
tions of gravity. One neglects the homogeneous part of
the solution for the scalar field, i.e. one assumes that
the scalar is not dynamical but rather follows the matter
distribution. This can be justified when the scales under
consideration are both inside the sound horizon of the
scalar and the cosmological horizon [41].
In Horndeski models, C = 0 does not contain time
derivatives or different weights in k2 and thus is unaf-
fected by the QS approximation. The QS approximation
in our case is equivalent to enforcing only A3 = 0 in
Eq. (24) on the model space while neglecting the tuning
required by A1 = A2 = 0, i.e. we require
αT =
H2αM(αB + 2αM)
(2− αB)H2αM + H˙(2− αB)−Hα˙B + ρ˜m
. (37)
This is the same as the QS linear shielding conditions pro-
posed in Ref. [42], although there the condition A2 = 0
is also enforced to cancel the subdominant sources out-
side the sound horizon. Provided that the sound speed
of the scalar is close to that of light, this QS solution
is approximately valid inside the cosmological horizon.
However, in the vicinity of the sound horizon, the QS
approximation breaks down [41] and the deviations from
the no-slip configuration become large. Indeed when a
mode cross the sound horizon, it takes time before it
decays to its QS approximation. Thus even inside the
horizon, the slip would vanish only up to corrections of
order max (aH/csk, aH/k).
In particular, in Ref. [37], the covariant Galileon model
was studied in the QS limit, demonstrating that for ap-
propriate choices of parameters, the slip does vanish at
particular moments in time. This vanishing is exactly
a QS screening of the sort described above and not a
counter-example of the arguments presented in this pa-
per: there would be suppressed corrections to the slip
everywhere and it would reappear at scales close the hori-
zon. Nonetheless, given the power of any conceivable in-
struments at large scales and cosmic variance, this may
well be never detectable for many models. On the other
hand, in Ref. [43], an even stronger QS shielding con-
dition is chosen, where also the effective Newton’s con-
stant for perturbations takes the standard value and the
authors find that when the full dynamics is solved the
oscillations in the scalar would be unobservably small.
B. Einstein-Aether theories
Now we ask the same question for the case of EA theo-
ries: Does a modified propagation of gravitational waves
always imply the existence of a gravitational slip? As we
show, within EA theories, there exists a one-parameter
family of models which preserves a no-slip configuration
if one is set up initially. However, the gravitational slip is
conserved in these models, so if the initial configuration
has it, it will remain. Thus, EA models cannot provide a
dynamical shielding mechanism sufficient for our require-
ments.
Let us start by briefly reviewing the dynamics of the
theory at the linear level of scalar perturbations around
FLRW, following the equations of Ref. [27].9
In the presence of dust, the model describes two prop-
agating scalar degrees of freedom: one for the dust, the
other – for the helicity-zero component of the vector. The
conservation equation for the energy-momentum tensor
for the vector yields two equations: a constraint equa-
tion for the lagrange multiplier λ, and a dynamical equa-
tion for the vector respectively. The former allows one
to eliminate λ from the rest of the equations, and using
Einstein equations one can arrive to a set of two second-
order equations for two dynamical fields, which can be
conveniently chosen to be the spatial divergence of the
vector perturbation Θ, defined in Eq. (9) and the New-
tonian potential Φ. The equation of motion for Θ takes
the following schematic form
Θ′′ + EΘ′(βi)HΘ′ +
(
EΘ(1)(τ ;βi) + EΘ(2)(βi) k
2
H2
)
H2Θ
=
k2
H2
(
2β1 + 3β2 + β3
β1ω
)(H3Φ +H2Φ′) ,
(38)
with the explicit form of the dimensionless coefficients Ei
to be read from Ref. [27] and ω ≡ (1−16piGm2(β1+β3)).
A similar equation follows for Φ from the trace of the ij
part of the Einstein equations. Note that the perturba-
tion of the dust density does not appear in the equation
of motion for Θ if one assumes that the corresponding
energy-momentum tensors are separately conserved. The
configuration of this theory is thus specified by the set
X = {Θ,Θ′,Φ,Φ′}. (39)
The anisotropy constraint is
k2(Ψ− Φ) = 16piGm2(β1 + β3) (2HΘ+Θ′) . (40)
and thus the requirement of zero anisotropic stress in
this case is equivalent to requiring at least one of the
following:
i)m2 = 0, ii)β1 + β3 = 0, iii) (a
2Θ)
′
= 0. (41)
9 Notice the difference in our convention for the gravitational po-
tentials Φ and Ψ compared to [27].
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The first two are conditions on the theory space of the
model, while the last one places a constraint on the linear
variable Θ. In particular, the first condition essentially
restores the Lorentz symmetry of the theory (setting the
v.e.v of uµ to zero) and if imposed, all the non-trivial con-
tributions from the vector vanish in the linearized equa-
tions, reverting the theory to GR. The second choice will
eliminate the shear term in the action and therefore any
modification to GW propagation. The third condition is
what interests us, since it is a condition on the configu-
ration variables , which, if preserved, would imply that
gravitational slip vanishes. Let us investigate it further
below.
We want to show whether the no-slip condition
C[X ] ≡ (a2Θ)′ = 0, (42)
is preserved under evolution in time, i.e. whether
C′ + γ0C ≈ 0, (43)
with γ0 some function of time and the βi.
Condition (43) defines a second-order differential equa-
tion in time for Θ, which has to be satisfied on-shell. We
use the equation of motion (38) in (43) to eliminate Θ′′.
This leads to a new constraint between Θ, Φ and their
first time derivatives, which has to be satisfied at all times
and scales in the cosmological evolution:
C′ + γ0C ≈ a
2
β1ω
[(H′
H2 − 1
)
(2β2 + 3β2 + β3) (44)
− k
2
H2 (β1 + β2 + β3)
]
H2Θ+
+
a2k2
H2
(2β2 + 3β2 + β3)
β1ω
(H3Φ +H2Φ′) .
This constraint can be satisfied for all no-slip configura-
tions provided that
β1 + β2 + β3 = 0 , (45)
2β1 + 3β2 + β3 = 0 . (46)
Conditions (45) and (46) are satisfied simultaneously
when
β1 = −2β2, β3 = β2. (47)
The choice (47) defines a family of models parameter-
ized by β2, for which the no-slip condition is preserved
under time evolution. This family of models then has a
vanishing sound speed for the scalar and a modified GW
speed:
c2s =
β1 + β2 + β3
β1 + 16piGm2(β1 + β3)(β1 + 3β2 + β3)
= 0 , (48)
c2T = (1− β1 − β3)−1 = (1 + β2)−1 .
We have thus shown that, in models (47), configura-
tions with vanishing gravitational slip are maintained un-
der time evolution. The second question is whether such
no-slip conditions are typical in these models. In models
(47), the equation of motion (38) reduces to
C′ = 2HC , (49)
and therefore that C ∝ a2. Eq. (40) then implies that
Ψ− Φ = const . (50)
Contrary to the Horndeski case Eq. (35), in this EA
model, if there were any slip in the initial configuration,
it would be conserved for all time. Thus EA models do
not generically evolve to a no-slip configuration and will
generically exhibit gravitational slip.
Moreover, just as is the case with such Horndeski theo-
ries, the models (47) have zero sound speed. This leads to
problems with normalizing quantum fluctuations, which
is exacerbated here since the parameters βi are constant,
implying that the sound speed for the helicity-zero mode
was zero also during inflation.
We thus conclude that there are no Einstein-Aether
models in which the dynamical shielding mechanism
would generically produce a universe with no gravita-
tional slip but with modified GW speed.
C. Bimetric theories
1. Background
We now study the massive bigravity theories with mat-
ter minimally coupled to the metric g. We assume both
metrics to be spatially flat FLRW at the background level
g¯µνdx
µdxν = a2(−dτ2 + δijdxidxj), (51)
f¯µνdx
µdxν = b2(−c2dτ2 + δijdxidxj), (52)
where a and b are the two scale factors. We also define
their ratio r ≡ b/a. Since the two metrics have in princi-
ple independent time coordinates, the lapse c(τ) remains
after choosing conformal time τ of the metric g as the
time coordinate. We also have two a priori independent
conformal Hubble parameters, H ≡ a′/a and Hf ≡ b′/cb.
In this model, a part of the diffeomorphism group is
broken, so matter conservation must be imposed exter-
nally. In such a case, satisfying the background Bianchi
identities leads to two branches of solutions: (i) the al-
gebraic branch where r = const and the dynamics on
FLRW are strongly coupled (helicity-0 and helicity-1 of
the massive graviton do not propagate); and (ii) the dy-
namical branch, where the Bianchi identities constrain
the lapse c to obey the relation
c = 1 +
r′
Hr , (53)
which implies Hf = H, see Ref. [34, 44] for details. Since
it is the only possibly healthy configuration, we only con-
sider the dynamical branch henceforth.
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We can define four polynomials of r with coefficients
linear in the constants βn introduced in the action (12),
ρg ≡ β0 + 3β1r + 3β2r2 + β3r3 , (54)
ρf ≡ β4 + 3β3r−1 + 3β2r−2 + β1r−3 , (55)
Z ≡ β1 + β3r2 + 2β2r , (56)
Z¯ ≡ β1 + β3cr2 + β2(c+ 1)r , (57)
The functions ρg and ρf play the role of the background
energy densities arising from the interaction potential
(12) in the g and f Friedmann equations. The pressure
from this potential depends in addition on the combina-
tion Z as well as the lapse c. The two pairs of Friedmann
equations can be combined to find the expressions
H′ = a
2cρm
2(c+ 2)
− a
2(c− 1)Z (cr2 + 2)
2(c+ 2)r
, (58)
H2 = a
2r2ρf
3
(59)
ρm = ρfr
2 − ρg, (60)
c =
3
(
1− r2)Z + r (r2ρf + 3ρg)
3 (1− r2)Z − 2r3ρf , (61)
where we have restricted the matter content to be dust.
Thus all the instantaneous background dynamics can be
recast in terms of the variables {a, r, ρg, ρf , Z}. More-
over, the evolution of a is given by Eq. (59), r by Eq. (53),
ρf,g by their conservation equations. Thus given that
Z ′ = 2H(Z¯ − Z) , (62)
and that Z¯ ′ can be similarly recast, the model basis set
B = {a, r, ρg, ρf , Z, Z¯} is closed under time evolution and
completely specifies the evolution of the background of
the model. In fact, no background functions beyond B
enter the coefficients in linear perturbation equations.
We should note that we have simply traded the five
constants βn for five other variables with a fixed time
evolution. The advantage of this new formulation is
that the expressions are more compact and are explic-
itly related to physical parameters such as the gravi-
ton mass µ2 = rZ¯.10 A non-vanishing pressure of the
matter pm would provide an additional external vari-
able which needs to be specified, but does not change
the discussion otherwise. In what follows we will in
fact continue to use expressions contaning the extended
set
{
a, c, r, ρm,H, Z¯, Z
}
, since this is somewhat simpler,
with the understanding that c,H, ρm are really given by
Eqs (59–61).
We also point out that in Refs [36, 45] it was shown
that r′ = 0, c = 1 in the dynamical branch corresponds
to the future de Sitter attractor and therefore will not be
considered as a relevant background for our proof.
10 The massive and massless fluctuations at linear level correspond
to linear combinations of hij and γij [10].
2. Perturbations
Small fluctuations propagate on the background met-
rics, gµν = g¯µν + hµν , fµν = f¯µν + γµν , the scalar part
of which we can described using eight scalars when the
gauge is not fixed,
h00 = −2a2Ψg,
h0i = −a2∂iBg,
hij = 2a
2 (−Φgδij + ∂i∂jEg) ,
(63)
γ00 = −2c2b2Ψf ,
γ0i = −cb2∂iBf ,
γij = 2b
2 (−Φfδij + ∂i∂jEf ) .
(64)
As was shown in [34], the gravitational slip in the mat-
ter g metric is
C = a2rZ¯∆E. (65)
where ∆E ≡ Ef − Eg is a gauge-invariant variable. In
order to fulfill the no-slip condition C = 0 one of the two
following conditions must be satisfied
(i) rZ¯ = 0, (66)
(ii) ∆E = 0. (67)
and preserved on equations of motion.
Case (i). Since according to Eq. (IVC), rZ¯ is the
graviton mass, in this case the propagation of gravita-
tional waves is not modified, confirming our hypothesis.
Nonetheless, it is interesting to ask when the mass of the
graviton can vanish in cosmology.
Since r 6= 0, we use Eq. (57) to solve for Z¯ = 0 obtain-
ing
c = − (β1 + β2r)
(β2 + β3r) r
. (68)
Combining this with the expression for c, Eq. (61), gives
a polynomial in r and βn, implying that r must be a
constant. The Bianchi constraint (53) then implies that
c = 1 and the Universe is de Sitter. Thus, in bigravity
models on cosmological solutions, the graviton can only
be tuned to be massless on exact de Sitter.
Case (ii). The second case is a condition on the con-
figuration of the perturbation variables. Requiring that
it be preserved under time evolution places a constraint
on the model parameters.
The full perturbation equations were first studied in
Ref. [34] in the gauge-invariant formalism. For our pur-
pose, however, the formulation of Ref. [46] is simpler.
There it was explicitly shown that fixing the gauge such
that the matter fluctuations and Φf are set to zero al-
lows one to eliminate all the auxiliary variables, obtaining
the full dynamics in terms of just the fields Eg and Ef .
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The full equations are presented in Ref. [46] and we will
not quote them here. Thus the set of independent linear
variables which fully characterizes scalar perturbations
in this theory is therefore
X = {Eg, E′g, Ef , E′f} . (69)
The evolution of the full matter-bigravity scalar sector
is described by two second-order differential equations,
confirming explicitly that in the dynamical branch there
are two degrees of freedom: one from the matter, the
other – the propagating helicity-0 mode of the massive
graviton.
Since ∆E ≡ Ef − Eg is gauge invariant, this expres-
sion is also valid in the gauge choice of Ref. [46]. Thus
requiring there be no gravitational slip, C = 0, in this
gauge is simply the requirement that Eg = Ef . The slip
is not generated when
C′ = a2rZ¯(E′f − E′g) + γ0C = 0 (70)
with γ0 some function of time. This is a new condition,
since rZ¯ 6= 0. Thus the best-case scenario has C′′ on
shell be a linear combination of the constraints C,C′
Taking the ∆E = ∆E′ = 0 initial configuration, it is
enough for us to require that ∆E′′ = 0 be identically
satisfied on equations of motion. This is only possible if
the equations of motion for Eg,f are identical for these
initial conditions, i.e.
E′′g+HE′g −
1
2
a2ρmEg = 0, (71)
E′′f+HE′g + k2AkEg −
1
2
a2AlEg = 0, (72)
where it will be enough to consider just the small-scale
limit, k →∞, and where
Ak =
(c− 1)
3Z
(
2Z¯ − Z) , (73)
Al =
(2Z¯−Z)ρmr + Z(1− c)(r2+ 1)(2Z¯−Z(c+ 1))
rZ
. (74)
Eq. (71) does not contain a k2 term reflecting the fact
that we are using dust for the matter, the sound speed
of which is zero. As we will see, already in this limit the
conditions we require cannot be satisfied and therefore
we do not need to consider the subleading corrections.
Equations (71) and (72) are identical when
(I) Ak= 0, (75)
(II) Al =ρm. (76)
Thus (I) is satisfied for c = 1, which is an empty de Sitter
and not relevant, or 2Z¯ = Z. Taking the latter solution,
(II) gives
(c− 1) (r2 + 1) cZ
r
= ρm. (77)
Using Eqs (60) and (61), we see this constraint is again
just an algebraic equation for r, meaning that r is con-
stant. This again implies that c = 1 and therefore can
only be satisfied on de Sitter.
We thus have proven that if matter is coupled to one
of the metrics, no model of bimetric gravity in which the
gravitational slip is shielded and yet the graviton has a
mass for gravitational waves exists.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
In this article, we revisited the question of the relation-
ship between the propagation of the gravitational waves
and presence of gravitational slip in the scalar sector in
theories of modified gravity. In three broad classes of
theories, Horndeski scalar-tensor, Einstein-Aether and
bimetric gravity, the appearance of gravitational slip
from perfect-fluid matter is only possible if the propa-
gation of gravitational waves is modified. On the other
hand, beyond-Horndeski models are the first example of
models where this relationship is violated: gravitational
slip can be sourced without any corrections to gravita-
tional waves. In this respect, this modification of grav-
ity behaves more like a correction to the matter energy-
momentum tensor.
The majority of this paper, however, was devoted to
investigating to what extent it is possible to pick model
parameters so that GW propagation be modified imply-
ing that there could be gravitational slip, but it nonethe-
less be dynamically shielded at all scales. We have shown
that both the bimetric and Einstein-Aether models are
too rigid for such a requirement. However, the scalar-
tensor models can be tuned to permit such shielding.
In the case of Einstein-Aether, there exists a family
of models, parameterized by the speed of GW, where a
no-slip initial configuration is maintained under evolu-
tion in time. However, if there is any slip in the initial
configuration, it is preserved. Moreover, the sound speed
of the helicity-zero mode is exactly zero, so the initial
conditions that one might set during inflation is actually
completely out of control.
Horndeski models are much more flexible, since the
model parameters are in principle allowed to be func-
tions of time. Indeed, we have shown that for any chosen
cosmological background, it is possible to tune the evo-
lution history of the parameters in such a way that a
no-slip condition be maintained under evolution in time.
However, shielding with generic choices of model param-
eters requires that their evolution be much faster than
cosmological, signifying the existence of fine tuning or
cancellations in the action. As such, this general solu-
tion does not point toward a physically interesting model.
We attempted to find a more generic model, one which
did not have to be precisely tuned to maintain screening
for a long time. We found that such a setup requires a
divergent kinetic term for the scalar, implying that one
cannot write down a proper action within the Horndeski
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class for such a model.
Moreover, this setup again produced a model which has
a zero propagation speed for the scalar mode, and there-
fore which suffers from the same issues as the Einstein-
Aether case. This is not altogether surprising, since we
are requiring that the scalar perturbations mimic the dy-
namics of the dust exactly, following the collapse of struc-
tures in the universe. Notwithstanding all these patholo-
gies, in this model, any gravitational slip present in the
initial conditions during matter domination does actu-
ally decay away, so the dynamics would shield the gravi-
tational slip as we have required.
If only an approximate statement is required, it is
possible to choose the Horndeski model parameters in
such a way that, in the quasi-static regime, this shield-
ing of slip is effective. The tuning required for this is
much less onerous. However, this approximation relies
on neglecting time derivatives. Taking this approach,
one misses out the fact that this tuning nonetheless can-
not suppress corrections to the gravitational slip of order
min(H/k,H/csk) which become very significant at scales
close to the cosmological/sound horizon. Thus even if the
model of gravity happens to have such parameters that
the gravitational slip is suppressed at smaller scales, its
measurement near horizon scales would still be informa-
tive. The question of course is to what precision Euclid or
the Square-Kilometer Array will be capable of measuring
this property, especially if it depends on scale [4, 47, 48].
Indeed, the cosmic microwave background is very much
a near-horizon probe and therefore such effects should be
unsuppressed if they were present during recombination.
Vice-versa, tensor modes do affect the polarization of the
CMB and therefore the combination of a gravitational
slip and propagation speed of GWs can be significantly
more informative on the properties of gravity at that
early time. Indeed, Ref. [49, 50] show that the speed of
tensors at recombination can be constrained within about
10% of light. The complementarity of probes of back-
ground, scalar and tensor sectors has also been explored
in Ref. [43]. Other probes of gravitational waves of as-
trophysical sources have been proposed for constraining
modifications of gravity, e.g. the decrease of the orbital
period of pulsars [51], timing of binary white dwarf sys-
tems [52] and the arrival time of GW’s compared to that
of neutrinos and radiation from supernovae and gamma-
ray bursts, respectively [53]. Putting all these data to-
gether should allow us to answer better what the mech-
anism for acceleration of the expansion of the universe
is.
It is thus our conclusion that dynamical shielding
places so onerous a tuning requirement and so strong a
dependence on cosmological parameters, that it is im-
possible to achieve in practice in any natural setting.
Thus if future observations were to lead to strong evi-
dence against gravitational slip, they would simultane-
ously provide a signal that gravitational wave dynam-
ics are standard and thus modifications of gravity that
change graviton propagation are unlikely.
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